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The most up to date vacuum tube design book currently available. Packed with information...Loaded with
projects...Nothing like it anywhere! Join Transcendent Sound’s Bruce Rozenblit as he takes you on a journey
from the basics of tube circuitry, through advanced designs. Tubes and Circuits is a condensed engineering
manual that teaches the theory and operation of vacuum tubes—as well as circuit design. In addition, five
projects are included that you can build. Projects provide step-by-step design procedures, equations,
schematics, parts lists, and photos to assist the hobbyist in construction. Build a state of the art, very low
cost, 15W OTL (output transformerless) amplifier. Complete plans for a 300B OTL. Own most glorious 1
watt in all of audio. Pure single-ended, Class A sonic heaven. (See website for updates,
www.transendentsound.com) A tube tester that tests virtually all current production audio and guitar amp
tubes—can be user modified to test any tube; a simple device used for testing most octal based rectifier tubes
and a tube analyzer used for manually determining tube constants and bias currents. Tubes and Circuits
provides all design procedures and equations necessary to allow readers to create their own designs. Practical
methods are revealed—all built upon a solid theoretical base. Bruce Rozenblit shares his decades of
experience designing hi-end tube audio equipment. Nothing has been held back. Topics include the essential
physics required to understand circuits. Explains in detail what electricity is and how it works. Shows how
DC current flows and behaves through resistive elements. Detailed information on AC circuit theory,
reactive elements, and how they affect signals. What inductance is and how it is created. How components
are used to create networks and interact with each other— includes transformer theory. Shows how feedback
works and how best to use it. Reveals in detail the chemical and physical processes of how vacuum tubes
function, generate current, age, and deteriorate. Shows how the electric fields inside vacuum tubes cause
them to work. Demonstrates what tube constants are and how to use them. Shows how to use tube
characteristic charts to derive the tube constants used in design equations. Explains load lines and their
application. Detailed operation and all design equations for virtually all of the tube circuits used in high-end
audio. Includes single-ended and push-pull transformer coupled output stages. Basic information on power
supply design and function. All of the theory is put to use and made practical in the project chapters. Learn
how to design OTL amplifiers. Anyone that uses vacuum tubes, from the hobbyist, the musician, to the
design professional, would benefit from Tubes and Circuits.
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From reader reviews:

Sybil Davis:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to know everything in the world. Each publication has different aim or goal; it means that guide
has different type. Some people experience enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. They are
really reading whatever they get because their hobby will be reading a book. Think about the person who
don't like examining a book? Sometime, particular person feel need book once they found difficult problem
as well as exercise. Well, probably you will want this Tubes and Circuits.

Melissa Chandler:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in every way. By being competitive right now, people
have do something to make these survives, being in the middle of often the crowded place and notice simply
by surrounding. One thing that sometimes many people have underestimated this for a while is reading. Yes,
by reading a guide your ability to survive raise then having chance to remain than other is high. To suit your
needs who want to start reading any book, we give you this Tubes and Circuits book as starter and daily
reading reserve. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Bertha Morrison:

The actual book Tubes and Circuits has a lot associated with on it. So when you check out this book you can
get a lot of help. The book was compiled by the very famous author. The writer makes some research
previous to write this book. This book very easy to read you can get the point easily after scanning this book.

Gretchen Clark:

Reading a book being new life style in this yr; every people loves to go through a book. When you go
through a book you can get a wide range of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your
knowledge, due to the fact book has a lot of information into it. The information that you will get depend on
what sorts of book that you have read. If you would like get information about your examine, you can read
education books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, this kind of us novel,
comics, along with soon. The Tubes and Circuits offer you a new experience in reading through a book.
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